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ABSTRACT. The distribution of Xylella fastidiosa in citrus variegated chlorosis (CVC)-affected trees was examined in a grove in north São Paulo State. The study was conducted over a 2-yr period, starting in 1993 when the trees were 3 yrs old. Tissue extracts were assayed for the bacterium by dot immunobinding assays and western blots. Positive results were obtained from young and mature leaves with disease symptoms and occasionally from asymptomatic leaves from affected branches. The bacterium was also present in branches that had symptomatic leaves up to 2 cm in diameter, but was not detected in leaves or branches with no symptoms on affected trees. In mature fruit taken from symptomatic branches, the bacterium was found in the abscission zone, peduncle and albedo. There was no indication that the CVC-causing bacterium was present in roots of various sizes, old limbs, flowers, seeds or juice. These observations on the uneven distribution of the bacterium in affected trees led to the development of a very effective scheme for controlling CVC based on removal of all symptomatic branches.

Citrus variegated chlorosis (CVC) is caused by a pathovar of Xylella fastidiosa (3, 7, 9). Studies on other diseases caused by X. fastidiosa have shown that these bacteria are readily transmitted by xylem-feeding leafhoppers and sharpshooters and by vegetative propagation. The pathogen has a wide host range, and is frequently found in weeds (4, 5, 8). CVC has been shown to be transmitted by budding and appears to have an aerial vector, although experimental transmission by vectors has not been demonstrated. Trees in established groves that were previously free of CVC frequently develop symptoms on only one branch. This indicates vector transmission; at this time it is not known if the source of inoculum is citrus or weeds. CVC appears to be more severe where weed and sharpshooter populations are high. Observations of the uneven distribution of symptoms of CVC in grove trees led to experiments reported herein on the distribution of X. fastidiosa in infected trees.

A large commercial planting on Rangpur lime rootstock in Macaubal, located in northern São Paulo State, was used in these experiments. The trees received standard cultural practices with no irrigation. At the beginning of the experiment only a few leaves on affected plants had symptoms. Over the course of the 2 yr experiment, symptoms developed over entire trees and only small fruit were produced.

Ten trees were selected and sampled beginning in March, 1992. Samples were collected in March, July and November; the last samples were taken in July, 1994. Samples were taken from symptomatic and asymptomatic limbs (up to 2 cm in diameter), from trunks (above and below the budunion) and from young and old leaves. Samples were also taken from roots of various sizes, fruit (peduncle, albedo and abscission layers), flowers, seeds, and juice. Serological tests were done by dot immunobinding and western blot assays (2, 6).

X. fastidiosa was always found to be present in symptomatic young or mature leaves and in limbs up to 2 cm in diameter that had symptomatic leaves. The bacteria were not detected in leaves or branches with no symptoms or in limbs larger than 2 cm. The bacteria were found in mature fruit taken from symptomatic branches in the abscission layer,
peduncle and fruit albedo. All assays of various sizes roots, flowers, seeds and juice were negative.

In CVC-affected trees, there is a good correlation between symptoms and the presence of disease-causing bacteria. The bacteria move very slowly to adjacent branches, suggesting the possibility that the disease might be controlled by timely removal of symptomatic limbs. These findings have been used to develop an effective strategy for controlling CVC (1).
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